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138 WOMEN PLEDGE SORORITIES
AT UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA

MISSOULA--

A total of 138 women were pledged to Greek groups this fall at the University of Montana, according to Maurine Clow, associate dean of students. This number compares with 140 women pledged in the fall of 1966.

The seven national sororities represented on the UM campus in Missoula and their number of pledges for this fall quarter are Alpha Omicron Pi--6; Alpha Phi--27; Delta Delta Delta--18; Delta Gamma--25; Kappa Alpha Theta--19; Kappa Kappa Gamma--28; and Sigma Kappa--15.

The women and their pledged sorority are listed by hometown.

ANACONDA--Catherine Beall, DDD; Rebecca Brolin, DDD; Winifred Wagner, KAT; BAKER--Deores Morrow, AP; BELT--Ann Chesbro, SK; Ilona Peckham, SK; BIG TIMBER--Martha Manley, SK; BILLINGS--Mary Crittenden, KAT; Deborah Edlund, SK; Karen Hillner, SK; Kathryn Hunkins, KKG; Sheila Loendorf, KKG; Marsha Mellor, KKG; Jeri Schaeffer, KKG; Gayle Wallis, AP; Mary Wierzbinski, KKG; Marcia Wise, KAT; BOZEMAN--Barbara Berg, KKG; Linda Gillam, AP; BRADY--Susan Heien, AP; BRIDGER--Jacqueline Larsen, DDD; BROADUS--Darlene Means, SK.

BUTTE--Betty Grmoljez, AP; Patty Kelly, DG; Noreen Leary, AP; Sheri Morin, KAT; Carolyn Ronchette, KAT; Stephanie Squires, KKG; Debbie Thomas, DG; COLUMBIA FALLS--Diane Taylor, KAT; CONRAD--Cynthia Conrad, AP; Kathryn Mariana, KAT; CORVALLIS--Virginia Hawker, AP; CUTBANK--Pamela DeGroot, DG; Kathleen Maher, AP; DEER LODGE--Nancy Landers, SK; DELL--Nancy Sweeney, DG; DILLON--Margaret Stahl, AP; ENNIS--June Todd, AOP; FROMBERG--Sandra Rahrer, DG; GERALDINE--Betty Anderson, DDD; GLASGOW--Carol Hallock, KAT.
GREAT FALLS--Kathleen Armstrong, DG; Jill Bowers, DG; Linda Curry, DDD; Leann Finlay, KAT; Carol Gartzka, DDD; Krystol Keith, DDD; Rita Leonard, AOP; Sharon Morrison, SK; Janet Murray, AP; Kathryn O’Connell, AP; Dalyce Peck, KKG; Rosemary Rice, KKG; Marjorie Robinson, AP; Marlaine Smith KKG; Lynn Stahlecker, DDD; HELENA--Gail Cleveland, KKG; Jeanine Gauthier, AP; Marcia Goodno, SK; Carol Hangas, AP; Marian Holter, DG; Kris Kramer, AP; Claudia Olson, KKG; Janet Rhein, DG; Norma Walden, AOP; Anne Wilson, DG; Patricia Wilson, DG; Crystal Wong, KKG; Barbara Word, KKG; JOLIET--Dixie Dowell, DDD.

KALISPELL--Cheryl Emmert, DG; Janice McPherson, A; Linda Setvold, AOP; Maryls Swenson, AP; Rosalynn Young, KAT; LAUREL--Margaret Barclay, DG; LEWISTOWN--Linda Braddock, AP; Barbara Eck, DDD; Barbara Pallett, DG; Margaret Schulz, SK; MANHATTAN--Sally Batchelder, SK;

MISSOULA--Lynda Ambrose, KKG; Ann Anzjon, SK; Susan Baldwin, KKG; Kathleen Bourke, KAT; Robin Brown, KKG; Janet Clark, DG; Gretchen Corpe, DDD; Stephanie Drummond, AOP; Christine Erickson, DG; Sharon Gillespie, DG; Diane Henriksen, SK; Marlene Holden, KAT; Andreen Hubble, KKG; Christina Jovin, AP; Patricia Kinzle, AP; Denise LaTrielle, AP; Mary Lewis, AP; Paula Means, KKG; Kristine Miller, SK; Peggy Petersen, KKG; Kimberly Rice, DG; Nancy Rogers, DG; JoAnne Saldin, AP; Rosemary Sayer, KKG; Charlotte Stockard, DG; Janet Taplett, DG; Judy Thibodeau, AP; Janet Whaley, KKG; Janet Wood, KAT; Nora Woomer, DG;

MOORE--Kathy McClelland, KAT; OUTLOOK--Martha Damrose, KKG; RYEGATE--Kay Willson, AOP; SAINT REGIS--Alice Bennett, KAT; SHELBY--Mary Doyle, DG; SIDNEY--Renee LaLonde, KAT; SOMMERS--Doris Herlick, DDD; THOMPSON FALLS--Patricia Vavrick, KAT; Nancy Zimmerman, DG; THREE FORKS--Lesley Mertens, DDD; VALIER--Diane Snortland, AP.

ILLINOIS: Northbrook--Cynthia Wevers, DDD; Rockford--Judith Boyer, KKG; MINNESOTA: Edina--Nancy Haire, KKG; Kathryn Heffelfinger, KKG; Milaca--Nancy Errebo, DDD; NORTH DAKOTA: Fargo--Elizabeth Lindell, AP; Williston--Carol Larson, KKG; OHIO: Cuyahoga Falls, Kimberly Mechlin, DDD; SOUTH DAKOTA: Sioux Falls--Margaret McDonald, DDD; WASHINGTON: Cashmere--Janet Moss, KKG; Dayton--Carol Smith, KAT; Kirkland--Karen Holcomb, DDD; Olympia--Kimberly Drew, KAT; Ileen O'Leary, DG; Pasco--Lila Burns, SK.